Workshop Report
On
Integration of Human Right Based Approach into Water
Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) Guideline Preparation

A. Introduction
Currently the capacity and understanding of Human Rights issues related to access to
basic service including are significantly limited in Cambodia. In addition, the limited
resources to manage WASH initiatives at sub-national levels contribute to poor quality of
service delivery which directly undermines the rights of the people. The importance of
decentralization and deconcentrating reforms of the government is to bring decision-making
to the local level where there is specific knowledge about the problems so as to make the
management process more effective and efficient to respect, protect and fulfil human
rights. In particular the ownership of the WASH sector needs to be increasingly managed by
sub-national governments to ensure sustainability of WASH initiatives and enhancing the
capacity and ownership of the local governments is a paramount need.
B. Objectives of the workshop:
o To review and present the results of capacity gap and needs for water and
sanitation sector at target cities that was conducted in Feb 2016;
o To provide based understanding and knowledge on human right based
approach for water and sanitation sector;
o To present and consult on the content of WASH guideline preparation;
o To seek inputs from the participants on WASH guideline preparation;
o To provide basic understanding on water supply production and sanitation.
C. Participants
Participants were mainly from sub-national level, namely provincial councilors,
municipality councilors, Sangkat councilors, NGOs, and Provincial department of rural
development.
o
o
o
o

Ministry of Industry and Handicrafts (MIH) (2),
Provincial Councilors and Officials (3),
Director of Provincial Department of Industry and Handicraft (1),
Chief of Water Supply Office, DIH (1),
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Municipality Councilors and Officials (4)
Sangkat Councilors (6-15)
Provincial Water Supply Utility (7-15)
Provincial Department of Rural Development (3)
Provincial D&D Capacity building/training advisors (3)
NGOs and CSOs work on WASH at provincial level (2)
UN-Habitat and consultant (2)

D. Agenda of the workshop
Time

Activities

Proposed Speaker

08:00-08:30

Registration

Water Utility Officers

08:30-08:40

Welcome and Objectives, Expected
Outcomes of the workshop
Opening of the Workshop

Representative from Department
of Water Supply, MIH
Director of Provincial
Department of Industry and
Handicraft
Mr. Sok Vanna, Habitat Program
Manager

08:40-08:50
08:50 – 09:30

09:30-09:45
09:45-11:00

Brief presentation on
 Capacity gap and needs assessment
 Human Right Based Approach for
Water and Sanitation
Coffee Break
Brief presentation on draft WaSH Guideline Mr. Seng Kuysrorn, WASH
Consultant

11:00-12:00

Q & A and Group Discussions (divide into 3
groups – provincial, city and Sangkat level)

12:00-13:30
13:30- 15:00

Lunch Provided
Water Utility Officers
 Continue group discussion
 Presentations of the results’ group
discussions, 15 min each
Coffee Break
Study visit to Water Supply Utility and
Water utility officers
sanitation site
Way forward and Closing remarks
Director of Provincial
Department of Industry and
Handicraft and Provincial council

15:00-15:20
15:20-17:00
17:00-17:30

Mr. Sok Vanna and Mr. Seng
Kuysrorn

E. Brief Results of the workshop:
The above mentioned workshop was successfully organized as below table:
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No.
1
2
3
4

Name of Province
Pursat
Kampong Thom
Kampong Cham
Svay Rieng

Date
19 Dec 16
21 Dec 16
23 Dec 16
28 Dec 16

No. Participants
46 persons
37 persons
32 persons
51 persons

Venue
MK Hotel
Mlup Svay Thom
Phnom Prosh Hotel
Waiko Hotel

The workshop was organized in close cooperation with representatives of sub-national
government, which facilitated easy participation of the sub-national level representatives and
they felt comfortable to share their comments. It was an one day workshop and was split into
two main sessions; the morning and afternoon: The morning session had five main agenda:
1. Remarks from MIH, provincial council member, and provincial director of industry
and handicraft.
2. UN-Habitat presented key finding from the consultation with sub-national on WASH
in February 2016.
3. UN-Habitat presented the Right to WASH to make the participants better understand
the importance of WASH to human right and how the issues were connected.
4. The Consultant presented the overall brief on WASH and how it linked with
Governance and helped participants to be aware of the importance of their roles in
WASH delivery services.
5. Conducted group discussion whereby the participants were divided into three groups
(Group1: from provincial council, provincial departments (PDIH&PDRD), Group2:
from municipal and NGOs, and Group3: from Sangkat/Commune). The group
discussions focused on contents and overall objective of the WASH guideline and
identified challenges and explored suggestion to improve it. After finishing the
discussions, each group identified a representative to present finding to the other
groups in the workshop. Except in Kampong Thom the group discussion as whole
group reviewed the contents and received feedback. These two approaches helped to
receive different inputs and suggestions.
The last session: the Water Supply team led the study visit to get participants understand the
process of water treatment plant.
There are some key findings from the participants in four provinces:





The participants appreciated the guideline and they commented that it was useful for
sub-national level. It provided a lot of information for them which they were not
aware before,
After presentation of WASH governance guideline and reading the overall objectives
of each chapter, the participants could answer who do what related to WASH both
national and sub-national level and also their roles and responsibilities,
Most of participants didn’t understand the technical word or terminology words as
they are new to WASH sector,
The level of understanding of participants from Municipal and Provincial level should
be fine, while the participants from Sangkat level were limited to understand the
WASH guideline,
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The study visit to water supply utility was useful and helpful. The participants better
understood on water treatment process, the technology, complexity, and investment
on water supply.
Most of participants from Sangkat better understood the process and difficulty of
water treatment and knowing why water tariff is high. Learning from this they can
explain to villagers,
The chapter1 and 4 were many sub-contents and some overlapping and unclear
explanation that should be improved,

F. Conclusion and Next steps:
The summary remarks from sub-national level on the workshop and Guideline:
-

-

-

-

The presentation and Guideline helps them better understanding of WASH, who is
responsible for WASH at national and sub-national level and it’s importance to
health.
The participants expected that the Guideline will help them to improve WASH
service delivery and able to use it for implementing activities in their areas.
The suggestion was of keeping the guideline short and use of simple language.
The technical words related to WASH needs to balance between understandable of
sub-national and national levels.
The study visit to water supply from local authority and decision maker in the subnational level was importance and can help them to understand the process and
gained knowledge and to promote water supply to villagers and also solved the
complaint in the community.
Once the WASH guideline revised, it should be tested with Sangkat to review both
the structure of content, meaning, and terminology words to make sure it
understandable for sub-national level.
The participants enquired of the next steps of Guideline development, and as they
want to get the final one and how to use it effectively.

UN-Habitat shared the next step on this Guideline development.
-

Use the inputs from this consultation to revise the draft guideline
Once it is finalised by the consultant then a field test will be conducted with some
Sangkats and communes to get their feedback of the Guideline.
UN-Habitat and MIH will jointly organize a national consultation workshop to review
the revised guideline.
After finalizing the draft, the training of trainer on this guideline will be conducted in
target provinces and then submit to MIH for further action.
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G. Annexes:

Content of Guideline on Water Supply, Sanitation and Hygiene for
Sub-National Level (The content revised after the feedback from
participants)
Glossary and Abbreviation .............................................Error! Bookmark not defined.
Forward..............................................................................Error! Bookmark not defined.
Why the WASH governance guideline is developed? .Error! Bookmark not defined.
About this Guideline ........................................................Error! Bookmark not defined.
What is this guideline?.................................................... Error! Bookmark not defined.
Who is this guideline for? ............................................... Error! Bookmark not defined.
How to use this guideline? ............................................ Error! Bookmark not defined.
Chapter 1: Introduction ...................................................Error! Bookmark not defined.
1. Right to Water and Sanitation

2. Overview of WASH in Cambodia ................................ Error! Bookmark not defined.
3. WASH facilities in Cambodia ........................................ Error! Bookmark not defined.
4. WASH National Strategy Development Plan
Chapter 2: Contextualzing WASH ...................................Error! Bookmark not defined.
1.Key reform of water supply and sanitation sector ..... Error! Bookmark not defined.
2.WASH actors at national and sub-national level ....... Error! Bookmark not defined.
3.Regulation to Water and Sanitation ............................ Error! Bookmark not defined.
Chapter 3: Challenges in WASH services delivery ........Error! Bookmark not defined.
1.Key Challenges in WASH service delivery ................... Error! Bookmark not defined.
2. The Decentralization WASH Functions at sub-national levelError! Bookmark not defined.
Chapter 4: Improving WASH service delivery ...............Error! Bookmark not defined.
Step1: Implement the WASH assigned functions ..........Error! Bookmark not defined.
Step2: Establish WASH working group and focal personsError! Bookmark not defined.
Step3: Improve WASH knowledge ..................................Error! Bookmark not defined.
3.1. WASH strategic objective .......................................... Error! Bookmark not defined.
3.2. Understand of WASH technology............................. Error! Bookmark not defined.
3.3. WASH Facilities and Choice ...................................... Error! Bookmark not defined.
3.4. Hygiene Promotion ..................................................... Error! Bookmark not defined.
Step 4: Action to key recommendations by sub-national level.Error! Bookmark not defined
4.1.Integration WASH into district and commune/sangkat development plansError! Bookm
4.2.Improve cooperation with stakeholders to promote WASHError! Bookmark not defined
4.3.Provide capacity building on WASH to responsible officialsError! Bookmark not defined
4.4.Mobilize resources to improve WASH service deliveryError! Bookmark not defined.
Chapter5: Advocacy and Monitoring ............................Error! Bookmark not defined.
1.Definition ........................................................................... Error! Bookmark not defined.
2.Exposing decision-makers to what works .................... Error! Bookmark not defined.
3. Monitoring indicators for WASH programme
4. WASH initial Needs Assessment Checklist
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Slide presentations
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H. Photos: Workshop activities
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Workshop in Pursat with the group discussion activities and result presented

Workshop in Kampong Thom and whole group reviewed the contents and commend from
the participants
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Workshop in Kampong Cham with the group discussion activities and result presented

Workshop in Svay Rieng with the group discussion activities and result presented
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Study visit to Water Supply in each province
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